
“Spring is far more than just the changing of seasons; it’s a rebirth of the spirit” ~ Toni Sorenson 
 

A very warm welcome to the Easter addition of our school Newsletter.  

Lent always begins at the most opportune time of the year. Having just survived our first half term
of ‘living with Covid’, the bitter weather brought about by storm Eunice and the bitter cold winter
evenings, it is only now that we can appreciate having the period of Lent; a jumpstart to get
reignited, refreshed and renewed. In what has been a slightly more optimistic start to 2022, this
period of preparation for the celebration of Easter and resurrection, provided us with an
opportunity to stop, reflect and alter our behaviour (where needed).  
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EASTER MESSAGE
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This term reminded me of the power of a community. I am sure that like many of you, when
the announcement came during half term that we will now have to learn to, ‘live with Covid’,
we looked at each other with slight trepidation. However, as always, the strength of our
community shone through and we took this news in our normal, optimistic and determined
stride.  

Our site team and administrators have worked tirelessly to continue to ensure our building is
well-ventilated, that regular cleaning is in place and hand sanitizers are available where
needed. If we cast our minds back 24 months, we could never have imagined the impact of
COVID globally or the ingenious ways everyone adapted to overcome the challenges it posed.
However, I can speak on behalf of everyone here at school and say it has definitely been worth
it.  

In the spirit of preparing, our Year 11 students are on the count down for the start of their final
GCSE exams. Despite all the challenges that have been thrown at Year 11, we are immensely
proud of the way they have conducted themselves. It is easy in these final weeks for the
students to lose sight of fact that they have been preparing over many months and years. As
they are embarking on their final external exams, they are faced with an opportunity to
demonstrate all that they have learnt. It is particularly in these crunch points in the academic
year that we must remind them of the messages they have heard time and time again: if
they’ve prepared well, then all they can do is their best. As always, if you are concerned that
your child is finding things particularly challenging, please do reach out to us so we can see
what additional support we can put in place. This goes for students in any year group.  

As we have journeyed through what had been a remarkably busy period, it is important that
we remember what the Easter period is all about. Without Easter, there would be no Christian
faith. Let us make time for the important things. We hope this Easter period gives families the
time to focus on each other and their faith.  

We hope you enjoy reading the school Newsletter and on behalf of everyone at CHS, have a
wonderful, prayerful and restful Easter. 

Kind regards,

Mrs Munnik
Headteacher



We are both lead prefects here at Chertsey High School, and we thought we’d give our future
Prefects an insight into the life as a prefect on behalf of our Prefect Team. 

Firstly, we think it is important to emphasise to you how much we’ve enjoyed our time as CHS
Prefects since September 2021. We’ve thoroughly enjoyed every part of our Prefect journey,
whether it was back in September when we were helping new Year 7 students embark on
their journey on this new purple ship or holding fortnightly meetings with the prefect team
and our Head of Year to discuss student concerns and how we could tackle their concerns.
Following on from this, we enjoy the friendships we have made with the Year 7’s who we talk
to still almost every day. We’ve fundamentally enjoyed the new friendships and respects that
we have garnered. 

Many of you reading this, may have the future aspiration of becoming a Prefect, or know
someone who does. If any of you are feeling nervous about presenting oneself for the positions
of Prefects or Lead Prefects, we want to reassure you that both of us were in the same boat, we
were driven by our love for the school, the ecosystem that it nurtured and the people who walk
its corridors to go for our positions. We were nervous too as it is a common human emotion,
but we’d encourage you as it is great experience, and one that shouldn’t be missed. 

The Prefects have made a huge difference to this school already in such a short time and we
believe that we have been successful in expanding the welcoming and inclusive environment
within Chertsey High School. We have all taken in pride in our willingness to help other
students and our determination to help other students wherever possible. Both the Lead
Prefects conducted assemblies at the beginning of year explaining to students how we were
and are another pillar of support in a school where there is already a myriad of other sources of
support. Our purple ties although vividly apparent are a great means to make us stand out so
that students can come to us for help. We also believe our presence around the school based
upon a Prefect duty rota has helped us to incorporate a sense of trust with the other students
as they can know when and where to find us. 

We wish everyone who wishes to become a Prefect the best of luck, and we would also like to
make it aware to anyone who is interested in becoming a Prefect that we are available and
willing to discuss any of their queries or concerns with them. 

Kind regards,
Natalie and Jake and the Prefect Team. 

HEAD PREFECT MESSAGE
from Natalie & Jake

Head Girl Head Boy



What a positive term it has been! The world is slowly getting back to
normal – and this is allowing us to return to taking part in activities
such local community events, school trips/visits and fundraising. We
have a variety of activities planned for the coming months, including
revisiting Gogmore Farm Park for a collaborative ‘Spring Clean’ (litter
pick!) with Jubilee High School. We will continue to build on our
relationship with the White Lodge Centre, as well as offering students a
variety of additional experiences, both in and out of school. We are also
delighted that the local community continues to buy-in to what we do
at CHS, as once again we are heavily over-subscribed for Sept 2022. I
can assure you that this won’t be taken for granted, as we strive each
day to provide the very best experiences for the students in our care. 

I wish you all a peaceful Easter break. 

SPRING TERM REFLECTION 

Message from Mr. Howell

I have the privilege of leading the training of the next generation of
teachers. My role in teacher training is to ensure the provision of
excellence so that we develop highly skilled teachers who will give our
students the best education possible. This year, Chertsey High School is
ranked in the top 10 schools for providing teacher training. We are the
only non-Catholic school to make this list. As you can imagine we, as
school leaders, are incredibly proud of this achievement. 

When the school was in its infancy, Mrs Munnik made a promise that
the school would be student led and that we would be running the
school based on what our cohorts need. We believe in student
representation and are trying where possible to maintain that promise.
To support this, we have launched a new badge system. Students will
be given a badge for each club they attend; so start collecting now!  

We are also launching our ‘Academic’ badge. A student will receive this
if they are identified by a Head of department as a High Achiever in a
subject. Key stage 3 students will receive silver badges and key stage 4,
gold. Students will only be able to receive one badge, even though I am
sure they maybe a high achiever in more than one subject. Please let
me stress, you don’t have to be in top set to be a high achiever. 

Message from Ms. Lalli



I cannot believe that I am writing a termly reflection again so soon after
completing two full terms at CHS. Time really does fly, and it has been
such a busy and exciting term. 

Our new behaviour system is now in full swing and I would like to
thank our parents and guardians for all their amazing support in its
introduction. Our students are demonstrating exemplary levels of
behaviour in and around school. This allows our incredible teachers to
ensure every student makes outstanding levels of progress and gets
the most out of every second in the classroom. 

Attendance is a real area of focus within the world of Education and
this is also the case at CHS. As we transition from Covid-19 pandemic to
endemic, we now need to refocus and ensure that student’s overall
attendance is improving. Attendance policies are being updated as
taking time off school after testing positive for Covid-19 for both
students and staff has now come to an end. This whole experience has
highlighted the importance of regular face-to-face education to allow
pupils to achieve their full potential. 

An update from CHS safeguarding as this term has been busy with
themes of the week shared in form times, assemblies and PSHE
activities on the latest hot topics. Topics covered this half term include
FGM, CSE, healthy relationships, forced marriage, prejudice,
radicalisation and extremism. The students have been completing
activities, answering questions and been involved in whole class
discussions on these important topics to improve their knowledge and
understanding. 

I am looking forward to the drastic improvement in temperature and
some sunny weather ready to welcome us back for the Summer term. 

I hope you all have a restful break. Happy Easter! 

Message from Mr. Tyson

Leading on Personal Development at CHS has this year has been an
honour. As a team, we have worked tirelessly to ensure students are
given the best deal possible to support their individual growth, from
their bespoke PSHE curriculum to the extra-curriculum offer here. As
we move more towards a sense of normality, we hope we can even
improve the selection available to the students with inclusive trips
across a range of subject areas. 

As part of our drive to ensure equality, diversity and inclusivity in not
just the  school.  but   the.  Bourne  Education Trust,  we are gathering 
 the 

Message from Mrs Keegan



student voice and starting to develop training to ensure that as a staff
and student body kindness and tolerance support the school’s values
of Knowledge, Determination and Love. We will be looking for parent
support with some projects in the coming weeks so please keep an eye
out. 

Lastly, as we grow within the Bourne Education Trust, we are at the
beginning stages of a collaboration with Jubilee High School. This
collaboration will enhance opportunities for students and staff across
both schools and will hopefully lead to a dynamic community hub with
a variety of events to showcase the best of the two schools. We will
provide more details about our celebration of the Queen’s Platinum
Jubilee soon. 

The students have been phenomenal this term and we hope they have
a restful break, and wish you all a happy and safe Easter. 

It definitely feels like it has been a very long term! Upon our return in
February, we had the long-awaited Ofsted call. During the visit, the
children were impeccably well behaved, and they are a credit to you all.
All of the of inspectors commented on the behaviour of our children
and said that "we generally only see this level of behaviour in grammar
schools!". High praise indeed!

Back in January the leadership team met with year 11 students and
their parents to discuss their mock results from December. My
overriding impression from the students who sat down in front of me
was that they were really keen to do well but they might be expecting
that someone is just going to give it to them. They left my interviews, as
I am sure they did the rest, absolutely clear as to what is required.

Apart from Ofsted, it has been an incredibly busy time for the Year 11
students. They have completed their second round of mock exams and,
at the time of writing, will have received their results. For the vast
majority of the students, they have improved significantly from their
mocks back in December and have responded well to all the feedback
they have been given by their subject teachers. To help the year 11s, Mrs
Daly organised a one day workshop with the fabulous Michelle Miller to
help prepare them for their GCSEs. The students found the session
incredibly useful and came away from the day with some excellent
ideas and strategies that they can use to manage their workload and
maintain a healthy work/life balance. Michelle Miller also gave a
fantastic talk to parents; for the parents that did attend, they found the
talk gave them some excellent ways to support their child in the lead
up to their GCSEs.

Message from Dr. Mercone



Despite all the challenges that have been thrown at Year 11 we are
immensely proud of the way they have conducted themselves. It is
easy in these final weeks for the students to lose sight of fact that they
have been preparing over many months and years. Whether they are
embarking on their external or internal exams, they are faced with an
opportunity to demonstrate all that they have learnt. It is particularly in
these crunch points in the academic year that we must remind them
of the messages they have heard time and time again: if they’ve
prepared well, then all they can do is their best. 

At the time of writing, it is now only 4 school weeks until the GCSEs
start! Every minute of every lesson counts. It is never too late to start
revising or putting the work in for GCSEs. Please make sure that your
son/daughter is arriving to school on time and that absences are kept
to an absolute minimum. It is important that all year 11s are taking
advantage of the support given them in the last few remaining weeks
of school. Period 6 will be continuing after the Easter holidays;
additionally, teachers are volunteering their time to come into school
during the Easter holiday to provide revision workshops to support
your son/daughter. Please make sure that you support us in this effort
and get them to attend these sessions. I would like to take this
opportunity to publicly thank all of the teachers at CHS for giving up
their time during their holidays to support the children and for their
hard work, including period 6 and February half term revision sessions.

Mrs Daly will contact you with regards to year 11 study leave in due
course, but in essence, it is business as usual with year 11. They will
attending school full time school, like normal, after Easter. 

Make I take this opportunity to wish you all a very happy Easter and
have relaxing break.



Ms Abramhams

Mr Cracknell

Ms Rehman

We have had 3 very successful afternoon teas for parents of children with ASD or ADHD
where we come together to discuss experiences and find possible strategies to help our
young learners in and out of school. We have also welcomed our outreach worker from Abbey
School, Lucy Mitchell, and a representative from Barnardo’s, Michaela Hussey, who are
experts in ASD and ADHD respectively to lead sessions for us.

Some of our year 7s have been involved in reading and maths interventions during tutor
times giving them valuable time in small groups to improve reading and numeracy. These
sessions have been led by some of the TAs but directed by our Head of English and Head of
Maths, Miss Jackson and Mr Worral-Thompson.
We are looking forward to collaborating with Philip Southcote after Easter with whole staff
training sessions to further our knowledge of learning needs.

As always, if you have any questions regarding SEND at Chertsey High School, please don’t
hesitate to get in touch.

Mr Loveman Ms Melville Ms Parker Ms Willson

We are incredibly lucky to have such a strong TA team and
between them we have degrees in fine art; chemistry;
environmental science; biology; maths; business and
administration; and a masters in biology which makes the SEND
team incredibly well qualified! We will also be welcoming Mrs
Paver after the Easter holidays.

It has been another incredibly busy term in the SEND department,
and I am very pleased to say that we have some new members in
our teaching assistant team so I thought I could take this
opportunity to introduce the full team to you:

Message from Miss Brazier

Ms Baldwin Ms Cully Ms Clinton Ms DeMello



The spring term seems to have flown by. Well done to our
wonderful Year 7 cohort who continue to astound me with their
ability to demonstrate our key values of Knowledge,
Determination and Love in everything they do. I have the best
Year group and I am incredibly privileged to be your Head of
Year. 
We held our first Year 7 parents’ evening which provided
teacher, students and parents to discuss students' progress
since joining the CHS family and areas for improvement. This
term also saw a visit from Nathan Gurd who delivered a strong
message on the importance looking after your mental health,
whilst also performing his new single for the students! 

Our sporting teams have also enjoyed success this term with
victories in football, netball and cross country. The sporting
talents within our year group have also shone outside of school,
with new belts in karate being achieved and a national finalist
in hockey. 

I’m delighted to announce winners of some of our awards this
term. Congratulations to Roxy L, Dayana and Mia O for winning
Knowledge, Determination, and Love award, respectively. These
3 students have shown incredible commitment and dedication
to the school values. Well done to Caleb P for his shear
perseverance, all round enthusiasm and care for other students
which means he is my pick for the Head of Year award. Well
done, Caleb. Mrs Munnik has selected Matthew V for his ability
to be a role model to all those in the Year group, and even the
school, as he shows Knowledge, Determination and Love in
everything single thing he does. Well done Matthew for
winning the Headteacher award. 

Finally thank you for your continuous support with our
wonderful year group, I hope you are all able to come together
as a family over the Easter break, and I look forward to what the
summer term will bring. 

Best wishes 
Ms Phillips 

YEAR 7 EASTER MESSAGE
from Ms Phill ips

House Points

Newton
4,188

Nightingale
5,748

Tolkien
5,933

Wilberforce
6,561

Garrett Anderson
5,902

Pankhurst
7,197



The end of the spring term provides a great opportunity for students to reflect on their
achievements this academic year. I would like to say a huge well done to all our year 8 students
for their continued maturity and positive attitude to learning as they continue through the
year. 

Year 8 have had a busy term of both academic and extra curricular activities and fixtures. We
welcomed some external visitors who delivered sessions from an interactive WW1 workshop to
a live mental health focused performance from Nathan Gurd. We have seen Year 8 excel in
fixtures against other local schools in Football, Netball, and Surrey School Cross Country. I am
so proud of how Year 8 have taken on every opportunity that has come their way this term.    

Each term we take the opportunity to celebrate the hard work and commitment shown by our
students with our subject nominations. I know that every Head of Department struggles
enormously with nominating just one student each term as we are lucky enough to have such
a wonderful year group who are excelling in their studies. A huge congratulations to every
student who was nominated- you are all continuously demonstrating Knowledge,
Determination, and Love values in and around school. A special congratulations goes to
Hannah Wang who received the Headteacher award for Consistently showing a love and
commitment towards our CHS family and demonstrating the values of knowledge;
determination and love day in and day out and to Mollie Mann for continuously leading by
example both in and out of the classroom. 

Finally, I would like to thank all parents and guardians who 
continue to support our Year 8 students. I  hope   everyone 
has a restful Easter break and I look forward to  welcoming 
everyone back for the summer term.  

Best wishes,  
Miss Gardner

YEAR 8 EASTER MESSAGE
from Miss Gardner



I just wanted to give a quick mention to celebrate the hard work, determination and
dedication shown by the Year 8s and their pastoral teams during my short time overseeing the
year group. In just a few weeks, Year 8 have developed a reputation as the politest year group
in the school; they show courtesy, manners and play for the badge on the front of their blazers
in everything they say and do. I honestly have loved working with such a fantastic group of
students and tutors but I know that the Year group have a safe pair of hands leading the ship
in Miss Gardner. Thank you to everybody for your support over the past few weeks and for the
phenomenal turnout at Parents Evening. I will continue to work in the background with the
year group as a member of the Extended Leadership team. 

Best wishes, 
Mr Hayter 

from Mr Hayter

YEAR 8 EASTER MESSAGE



The Year 9 students have had another wonderful term. We have all been blown away by the
maturity and positivity demonstrated by our students as they embarked on making their GCSE
options choices and considering which path they would like to take. 

Options Evening was the highlight of the term. Following a gruelling Ofsted inspection, the
Options Heads of Departments and Teachers were available to discuss their subjects with
students and guide them on the right pathway. The number of positive conversations I saw
over the evening between students, parents and staff was incredible, along with the brilliant
turn out of students, parents and guardians. Year 9 were wonderful; able to discuss what
subjects they were thinking of and why. 

Year 9 have had a range of opportunities offered to them this term and have continued to
engage with them and take every opportunity with both hands. In particular, Mr Corry has
been working very hard for the Year 9s, organising careers talks, providing opportunities with
local colleges and Universities, and most recently, using his new role at Brooklands Museum to
ensure the Year 9s are challenged and supported day to day.  

As we reflect on the term, I must pause to say well done to all of those students who were
nominated for subject awards, the DofE award, Knowledge, Determination and Love, and
those nominated for Head of Year and Headteacher awards. I know that teachers struggled to
pinpoint only one student who had been exceptional, which is a real testament to the year
group and the work that they put in. 

After the Easter break, we will be lucky enough to be welcoming Miss Jones to the position of
Assistant Head of Year 9 and tutor of Pankhurst after Easter holidays. Huge thanks to Mrs Tack,
Mrs Wray, Miss Etson, Mr Jenkins, Ms Marquez, Miss Baker, Miss Keep, Miss MacMillan and Miss
Norris for all of their incredible work for the Year 9 students. Thank you to all of the parents and
carers of Year 9, who are huge supports of their children and the school, and finally, thank you
to Year 9 for such a wonderful second term.  

As the Year 9s embark on their final term as leaders of Key Stage 3, I hope that they are able to
continue to consistently demonstrate the maturity and positivity which they have been able to
demonstrate through this year. Over the Easter Holidays, I hope that our wonderful Year 9
students can relax and look at all of the achievements they have made this year so far and start
dreaming about the next set of achievements they can make in their final term of Year 9.  

I hope you all have a restful holiday and are able  to  enjoy 
spending time together as a family, enjoying the freedom 
that has felt so far away over the past few  years.  We  look 
forward to seeing  the  Year  9  students  back  with  us  on 
Tuesday 19th April.  

Best wishes, 
Miss Sheen. 

YEAR 9 EASTER MESSAGE
from Miss Sheen



Firstly, I want to start by saying a huge well done to every single Year 10 student for a fantastic
term. Some highlights include students completing their first set for KS4 GCSE Mocks, the
2022-2023 Prefect application process and our Maximising Success workshop.  

We are almost one year, or three terms, away from our Year 10s starting their final GCSE exams
in May 2023 and the next three terms will have lots of ups and downs. It will require a lot of
determination to keep going, a continuous growth in knowledge and a lot of love to support
every one of our Year 10s students on their Key Stage Four journey. I want to say a huge
congratulations to Megan Ho for winning the Headteacher Award for consistently showing a
love and commitment towards our CHS family and demonstrating the values of knowledge;
determination and love day in and day out. I also wish to congratulate Lynette Nyathi for
winning the Head of Year award for believing and succeeding every lesson, every day. A true
commitment to strive for excellence and an incredible example of a CHS student. 

Finally, I would like to take the opportunity to thank all parents and guardians of our Year 10
students; your continued support is truly appreciated. I wish every one of you a blessed Easter
and I hope the students take the time to rest and refresh before their final Year 10 term. Stay
safe and I look forward to seeing you again in April. 

Best wishes,  
Miss Wheeler 

YEAR 10 EASTER MESSAGE
from Miss Wheeler

Our motto this year for Year 10 is Believe and
Succeed and this is something that we have
been focusing on in a variety of ways. We had
our maximising success workshop where an
external company came in to help students
with how to revise. We have also had our safer
internet day and world book day (as pictured!).
At the end of this term, we have also completed
our Prefect process and further information
regarding this will be sent out very soon. 

I want to say a huge thank you to the Year 10
team: Miss Day, our new Assistant Head of Year
10, Mr Fullick, Miss Bucknall, Mr Solaz, Mr
Knapton and Mr Cooke. The team work
incredibly hard to support every single one of
our Year 10 students and I know they have loved
continuing to develop those amazing
relationships. 



As we near the end of the term, we can reflect on our achievements in Year 11 during the
Spring Term. I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate our Year 11s on a fantastic
term. The biggest challenge this term was completing our final set of Year 11 Mocks. Not only
was this challenging and valuable, but also it demonstrated the resilience and determination
of all our Year 11 students. We have also had some exciting talks from external visitors from 6th
Form Colleges, our Revision workshop from Michele Miller and an Ofsted inspection. It has
been amazing to see students interacting and engaging with all our visitors and getting the
most out of each situation.  
 
I would like to say a massive congratulations to all the students receiving some of end of term
awards. Alongside our “control the controllables”, we have continued with our 7C’s - Curiosity,
Creativity, Collaboration, Critical Thinking, Communication, Courage and Care. I believe that
these are not only needed in our CHS community, but also for GCSEs, the future working
environment and creating opportunities for all our students in the future. I have been pleased
to see these defined behaviours in our Year 11 students this term which has helped them
develop. Well done to Kate M for getting the Head of Year Award and Harry K-B for getting the
Headteacher Award. Both students go above and beyond in every lesson and controlling the
controllables, continually striving to be the best they can.  
 
We have our CHS Appreciations across the school where students appreciate acts of kindness
between one another. We as a school should prize gratitude as it complements our CHS love.
We have encouraged students to offer appreciations in assembly and tutor groups which
promotes a culture of thoughtfulness. Although a small act, it can change the perception of
the world, so you see the goodness around you. I feel this is important for Year 11 students to
appreciate our school, family and friends as they go into their final term at Chertsey High
School. There will be obstacles and challenges along the way, but I am confident that our Year
11 students will get through it. We, as staff, are excited for what the future holds for our Year 11
students and hope that students take a moment to appreciate the next few weeks. We are
willing to show determination to help our students get to their GCSEs. Please encourage your
child to take every opportunity, work hard and the future will be become a very exciting reality!
We have a wonderful Year 11 Prom to look forward to on Wednesday 6th July 2022.  

A big thank you to all our Year 11 tutors who have been amazing this term with our Year 11
students. Thank you to Miss Rehimi, Mr Corry, Mrs Bamford and Mr Bamford.  

I would also like to thank all Year 11 parents for being so supportive this term. I can only
imagine the trials and tribulations given the current situation of being a parent to a Year 11
student, but it has been a real pleasure working with all of you to create the best opportunities
for your child. Students at this school would not be who they are without your dedication,
patience, and encouragement; thank you for consistently supporting the school and for your
patience and understanding with us. As Year 11 look forward to the Summer term, I do hope
they are looking forward to it and ready to show determination. I wish every one of you a
Happy Easter and I hope that students take the time to rest as well as prepare for their GCSE
Examinations before an important term ahead. I look forward to seeing you again in April.    

I do hope you have a lovely Easter Break.  

YEAR 11 EASTER MESSAGE
from Mrs Daly



ENGLISH
by Ms Jackson 

Reading underpins students’ access to, and understanding of, the whole curriculum and this
term we have launched our new programme ‘Read to Achieve’ with zeal! From the beginning
of this half-term, each Year 7 and Year 10 tutor has read our class reader to students, three
mornings a week, during tutor time. It has given me great joy to observe our tutors reading
with passion; and our students talking fondly about the new characters they are meeting
through a range of adventurous books. The purpose of this programme is to encourage
students to read for pleasure, while also enabling them to improve their vocabulary and
reading age. In addition to launching our new Read to Achieve Programme, on Thursday 3rd
March, World Book Day marked its 25th year of changing lives through a love of books and
shared reading. Chertsey High School joined the celebrations in style! This year’s theme was
‘You are a reader’ and teachers across the school dressed up as an array of literary characters to
show just how much we read. 

Reading aloud is a brilliant way to bring books to life; and in addition to this, we are seeking out
opportunities to bring English to life in the form of theatre. This term, we were very fortunate
to have an in-house performance of A Christmas Carol brought to our Year 11s in the school
hall! Watching a live performance of our set text provided the students with another
perspective on the novella and key characters within it.  We are increasingly looking for
opportunities to bring literary culture into the school day, across our different year groups; in
addition to the wonderful performance opportunities afforded by our Performing Arts team. 

Oracy is a huge part of our students’ development – and we encourage students to attend our
Public Speaking and Debate school led by Miss Owen and other passionate members of the
team from across the school. Building the confidence to speak in public, and debate, is hugely
advantageous for life beyond the school’s playing fields. This term our Year 10s have been
practicing the art of creating a speech and performing it as part of their GCSE Speaking and
Listening exam. Year 9 have also had the opportunity to build on their non-fiction writing skills
this term in their study of Political Voices. They have explored the conventions of non-fiction
writing through reading speeches, articles and letters by a range of political figures. 



This spring our Year 7 and Year 8 classes have studied a wide range of literature and core
English Language skills. Year 7s have studied a gripping and honestly heart-breaking novel
that takes place in WW2 Germany: The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas. They have tracked the
protagonist's development over the course of the novel and embedded their understanding of
how important contextual knowledge is when reading a text. Year 8 pupils spent Spring
studying protest poetry. This scheme of learning, that deals with contemporary cultural and
political issues, opened our pupils up to a range of modern and classic poetry from an eclectic
mix of writers: from Plan B to Maya Angelou. The joy in this collection is not only felt by
teachers, but pupils too: some made PowerPoints about it in ICT and others still answer the
register with quotations. As well as giving students opportunities to debate and form their own
ideas, this term allowed students to excel in their analysis of poetry. 

As I’m writing this article, the English team are earnestly working on marking our Year 11
mocks; hard work over the next couple of months should reap rewards for our students, and
we are looking forward to seeing them for a one-day revision session as we break up for Easter.

I wish you all a restful and peaceful time over the English break – with an abundance of
chocolate (and books, of course) to hand! 

World Book Day 2021/2022



SCIENCE 

2022 has already proved itself to be an exciting year for science at Chertsey High!

Kicking off the year our little branch of the Chertsey High family grew as we welcomed Ms Day
to the team, and she has proven herself to be as knowledgeable and engaging as we would
expect from any teacher at Chertsey High.

Year 7 have been deepening their understanding of the world, studying how genetics are
passed on and mutate through various organisms, investigating how acids and alkalis interact
with one other, and manipulating electrical circuits by understanding the fundamental rules
that drive them.

Year 8 have studied bioenergetics allowing them to further understand how nature works
around them. Chemical reactions, heat transfers and models of the universe are also
fundamental areas of their course in which students have shown great enthusiasm. Year 9
have studied electricity, and cells and control enabling them to deepen their understanding of
KS3 topics and begin to apply their understanding to the GCSE content. 

At GCSE both Year 10 and Year 11 have concluded their mocks. We have been delighted to see
their maturity and progress and are particularly excited about the final stretch for year 11s as
they fine tune their subject knowledge and exam technique. Year 10 are in a great position
concluding the final of the three sciences next term. 

Science club has been in full swing this term. Miss Day has led some fantastic experiments
including making hover cars, magnetic slime, and elephant’s toothpaste! I’m sure there is
plenty more in store for next term!

Thank you for all the hard work both students and team science have put in to making this
such a great term!

Make sure to follow our CHS Science Instagram Page for all things Science! We will be sharing
general science information, what we do in our science lessons as well as our after school
clubs.

 

 

Happy Easter!

by Mr Bamford

https://www.instagram.com/chs_science_/


MATHS
by Mr Worrall-Thompson

 
 

3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197169399375105820974944592307816....
 

These are the first few digits of Pi, a mathematical constant, that students discussed and explored in
a range of subjects this term. We had students able to recite Pi up to 100 digits in Year 7 and Year 8,
which just an amazing achievement.

Within the Maths department we have had an absolutely packed Spring Term full of quality lessons,
amazing progress from students and a range of activities outside of lessons. 

Year 7 starting their exploration into how they use Number and Algebra, how to apply the skills they
have built up over Primary School and the Autumn Term of Year 7. We are really looking forward to
seeing how this cohort develops, as we have already seen a strong aptitude within Maths from a lot of
students. 

Year 8 have continued along their journey of Key Stage 3 Maths with the introduction of more
geometry-based topics. They have explored the properties of angles, in shapes and in parallel lines,
and moved into Shape Transformations such as reflection, rotations, enlargements & translations.
This is an brilliant topic as it shows students that maths isn’t always about numbers and algebra and
can give a lot of students a major boost in their enjoyment and progress in Maths. 

Why were the parallel lines sad and lonely? They realised they would never meet
 
Year 9 have continued along their Maths journey with the completion of their Statistics unit before
moving back into Fractions, Decimals and Percentages. This Spring half term has really shown Year 9
to be excellent with their Maths. I have popped into so many lessons of hard working, focused
students who are just enjoying what they are doing. It has been a pleasure to see. Well done Year 9. 
Year 10 have had a busy term with the completion of Quadratics before moving into another
confidence boosting topic of Probability. This term also started their journey towards their GCSE
Exams in Summer 2023 with the introduction of their first mock exam. Students prepared
independenlyt, and with some support in class, for these exams with a provided topic list and
resources to utilise in order to support their preparations. I have had lots of discussions with Year 10
about this process and the exam experience, which seems to have been eye opening. I feel that Year
10 passionately care about doing well and moving forward we see them grow from strength to
strength in future examinations. I am looking forward to see how they fare going into Year 11. 

Year 11 have demonstrated an amazing resilience and true commitment to their Maths this Spring
Term. They have sat their final mock examination, which was a true set of papers from a previous
examination window, and have also been provided with a new Advance Information List of Topics
from Edexcel to provide them with the opportunities to progress even further over their final 30
lessons. 



 
 

Other highlights have included the UKMT Intermediate Challenge, where we had some amazing
successes. We achieved 1 Gold, 5 Silver and 11 Bronze Awards. 

 
 

If you managed to read the 18th March Newsletter, you would have read all about our amazing Pi
Day. We had students reciting Pi, Tutors showing Pi videos and finding answers to Pi Dingbats,
the English Department doing Pi-Kus, Teachers telling students how they use Maths everyday
and so much more. It really was a good day.

 
ROLL ON AN EVEN BETTER SUMMER TERM!



MFL
by Mrs Davis

MFL

What a great term in the Modern Foreign Languages department! Through studying
languages this term, students have explored different cultures and developed their
understanding of French and Spanish through grammar and vocabulary tasks. 

In the MFL club, we’ve been learning German, Latin and Mandarin as well as exploring different
cultures throughout the world. Well done for the amazing commitment and effort the MFL
club students are putting in!

Year 7 – We are very proud of the excellent progress year 7 students have made since
September and can articulate what they have learnt in French and Spanish so far. During this
term, in French, they have been learning about free time activities and talking about where
they live. In Spanish, they have learnt about school and being able to describe someone.
Encourage them to practise this with you, you will be impressed! 

Year 8 – Year 8 have come so far. The student’s confidence has grown in languages since
September, and we are very glad to say that they are all making great progress and they have
started to articulate what they have achieved so far. In French they have learnt many
adjectives to describe themselves, as well as discussing home life. In Spanish, they have
enjoyed learning cultural aspects of the “Food and meals” topic. They are all starting to feel
more confident identifying and using a range of different tenses. 

Year 9 – Year 9 have started to produce GCSE level language and we are very proud of their
efforts in their latest speaking and writings exams. They are also starting to learn how to use
the imperfect tense (It used to be…) and will soon also cover the future simple tense (I will…), so
it is key that they master the 3 tenses studied in the past 3 years: present, preterite/perfect
tense and near future tense. We have seen some amazing revision resources from our
students, keep up the hard work! 

Year 10 – In year 10, we have continued to find strategies to tackle more challenging tasks, such
as listening and readings. In Spanish, they are learning about different ways of socialising and
describing people, and the key to being successful in the photo-based task in the GCSE
Speaking exam. In French, they are learning to talk about special occasions and customs in
France, which they are thoroughly enjoying. Well done for completing your first set of
Listening and Reading mock exams!

Year 11 – We are very proud of the resilience that our Year 11s are showing in MFL, having
completed a run through of their speaking mock exam recently and getting an understanding
of higher-level French and Spanish. The hard work will pay off! Ensure to continue revising –
using ActiveLearn, flashcards, SenecaLearning and all the notes you’ve been taking in lessons.
From the MFL department, we wish you a very happy Easter.

by Miss Seaton



It has been hugely rewarding to see the students engage so well in their History lessons this
Spring term.  Year 7s have explored the Medieval world and how William the Conqueror was
able keep control of England as well as studying conflict between the Church and state. The
year group have been demonstrating their understanding of this through their fantastic castle
projects of which we have a selection below. 

HISTORY
by Mrs Bamford

Year 8 students have been examining the
topics of  the Industrial Revolution and
Women’s suffrage, nicely entwining with
International Women’s Day this March. In
their homework projects they have been
exploring significant females from history
which have been great to see.

In Year 9 Students have also been looking at
Weimar and Nazi Germany, assessing the
impact of the Treaty of Versailles on post
war Germany and looking at the extent to
which it caused the rise of Hitler. These
topics have brought about exciting
discussions surrounding social and political
change in the 20th century aid students’
current topic World War Two.

Year 10s have demonstrated a positive attitude and willingness to tackle our new topic of
Henry VIII and his ministers. Students have learnt about the influence of figures such as
Cardinal Wolsey on Henry VIII’s foreign and domestic policy. They have also handled their first
round of mocks in a very mature manner and are showing great promise for next year’s
examinations.

Finally our Year 11’s have completed their last full term of school with us. Students have been
working with great determination for the exams ahead and I am immensely proud of the
progress they have made between the last mocks and now. We look forward to doing
everything in our power to help fine tune their learning in line for their GCSE during the Easter
and at afterschool sessions. 

We wish all our students a restful and well-earned break after a whirlwind term, 

Happy Easter! 



At Chertsey High School, we have pushed students this term in developing their
understanding, challenging their thoughts, and thinking like a geographer. It has been
fantastic to see students grow in confidence and enjoy deepening their knowledge and
understanding of our Earth.  Students have learnt how to identify places, describe and explain
natural processes as well as assess the impacts of humans with specific examples in our world.
Alongside this, students have mastered extended writing, debating, being creative and
contributing to class activities. Thank you for the amazing effort from the students - Mrs
Munnik, Miss Norris, Miss Gardner and I have thoroughly enjoyed this term!

Year 7 Geography students have been learning about Weather and Climate. Students were
hugely involved in understanding the different types of weather – we had students going
outside to apply their learning. Students particularly enjoyed exploring the coldest and
warmest places on earth and considering how the weather interconnects people and places
today. Students then moved on to studying Rivers and there was a real focus on the River
Ganges as a case study. There has been a focus on case study examples and it has been great
to hear that students are bringing experiences from outside into the classroom. 

In Year 8, students have also developed their knowledge on coastal processes this term and
analysed how we can protect our landscape. Year 8 students have become confident on
processes and can now fully understand how physical processes shape the land that we live
on. Students then moved on to study Africa as a topic. A big focus within this topic has been
popular media like `The Lion King’ to look at and compare the biodiversity in the continent, as
well as analysing real conflicts in Nigeria and looking at development issues in Rwanda,
Ethiopia and Kenya. Students really developed a passion for Africa and will now never say
“Africa is just one country” again! 

Year 9 students started by studying Development and learnt what development is and how it
is managed. It has been wonderful to see students challenging the idea of development. We
are currently looking at globalisation and analysing how Starbucks, McDonalds and Nike are a
driving force behind globalisation. We had debates about which Transnational Corporations
(TNCs) are more successful (and whether students prefer McDonalds or Burger King!). This
made students realise the effect TNCs have on them and the world. Students had the chance
to design their own TNC in a project so it was great to see what they come up with while being
creative! Year 9 students then move onto a very relevant topic of Geography of Health and
analysed the differences between non-communicable and communicable diseases. It was
great to see students developing their own opinions and this topic promoted a lot of decision-
making skills and discussion that encouraged lots of curious and critical thinking! Students
bought experiences from the Covid pandemic and were able to compare how different
diseases are globally. 

GEOGRAPHY
by Mrs Daly



Year 10 students have had the opportunity to explore Natural Hazards, Challenges of an
Urbanising World and Processes in the UK Physical Landscapes. Through learning, students
have recognised the great differences in cultures, systems, economies, landscapes and
environments across the world, and then exploring the links between them. Year 10 students
sat their first set of GCSE Mocks which demonstrated students progress. A great first two terms
to GCSE – well done Year 10!

Year 11 students have finished the GCSE course. Students were studying People and
Environmental issues where students learn about People and the Biosphere, Forests under
Threat and Consuming Energy Resources. I have been proud of each Year 11 student as they
have shown determination to get to where they are. We wish our Year 11 Geography students
all the best as they embark of their last term at Chertsey High School and complete their three
GCSE Geography papers. 

Well done to all students, it has been a delight and I think students have left this term thinking
“everything has to do with Geography!”



RELIGIOUS STUDIES
by Mr Smith

This term has been mega! So many incredible students working so hard in their lessons.
Students have been completing a varying amount of work about different religious beliefs as
well as steering their way towards the end of content for year 11!

In year 7, we have finished off learning about different practices in Christianity and have now
moved on to Judaism. It has been amazing to see so many of the students getting really stuck
into the topics we have been studying. In particular, I have found that students have found it
really valuable to understand the ways the Abrahamic faiths are interlinked with each other. I
have seen a great amount of insight coming from different students, but Yaz Hamid has been
really impressing me recently by linking his own personal understandings of faith with the
topics we have been learning. I also want to say a massive shout out to 7F for absolutely nailing
the hand-actions to remember the 10 Commandments. Well done year 7!

Next up, we have had year 8 learning about Buddhism. They have been applying what they
have learnt in the Hinduism topic to Buddhism and again, understanding some links between
the topics. One thing that I have noticed in my classes is that a lot of students have been
clicking with the topic and asking some great questions. 8D have been a class who constantly
ask me some great questions that really challenge me, so well done to you! On the topic of
working SUPER hard, I want to give a big shout out to Harvey Stapleton in 8C. You have been
showing an incredible work ethic in lessons and it is really paying off because your answers
have been impressing me every day. Well done Big H!

Year 9 have also been learning about Judaism. This has been in preparation for the GCSE, as
well as giving a bit of a top up for you since the last time you would have studied Judaism
would have been year 7. The amount of prior knowledge being extended in our lessons has
been great to see. The background knowledge you can apply to learning about the patriarchs
has been great and it is wonderful to see how interested you all are. In particular, I want to say a
massive well done to Harry Wilkins. You have shown that you are a perfect candidate for RS in
year 10 so let's keep that motivation going!

Year 10 have been smashing it in RS. The class have been making some really great progress in
the run up to the mocks and it was great to see students coming in after school so that they
can prepare for the exams. The class has shown that they have a real interest in the subject and
that they really want to try hard in order to do their best. A massive shout out has to go to
Jessica Utting. Your hard work each lesson is definitely going to pay off in the long run. Keep it
up!

Finally, we have year 11. With another set of mocks under your belt, you are now fully focused on
moving into those GCSE exams. The most recent topics of human rights and social justice have
allowed you to discuss some really interesting topics and show a really wide range of
perspectives regarding them. It is good to see you speak your mind in each of the lessons in a
really respectful way to each other. I want to say a massive well done to everyone. You are all
working your socks off and lets keep up the pace now that we have finished content!

Well done everyone, lets smash the summer term!”



PERFORMING ARTS
by Mr Hayter

In Performing Arts this term students have continued to exceed expectations with high quality
performances, compositions and understanding being portrayed at all levels. 

Music
At Chertsey High School Students follow a spiral curriculum which means that students learn
the same content however it becomes more challenging year-on-year. As you look through
what students have learnt in the Music curriculum, you will see common themes but explored
at a higher more challenging level as they progress through the curriculum.

Year 7 music students began this half term exploring different tonalities including major and
minor. This culminated in a performance of the Tango Argentino which was for many students
the first opportunity to play a keyboard instrument. This half term, year sevens have began
exploring the impact of baroque music again performing a piece of music by English
composer Henry Purcell on the keyboards. Particular highlights include great performances by
Kit, Henry, Logan, Lydia and Hawon.

In year 8, students began this half term learning about the American composer Scott Joplin,
again exploring tonality and chromaticism in his work. Their performance of his famous piece
the entertainer included finger position changes and many students included two-handed
playing with a high level of success. This half term, year 8 students travelled to the east to
explore improvising and composing on keyboards using a range of tonality is exploring non-
standard tonalities such as the in and Yo scale. 

In year nine, students begin the half term exploring Classical Indian music, Further exploring
tonality at a level never covered previously through Indian raga. Students composed their own
raga to reflect an emotion or mood of their choice and used it to perform their own Indian
compositions in pairs. This half term, year nines have been introduced to Spotify’s Soundtrap to
compose their own piece of dance music, using technology to compose and edit pieces of
music. This fully meets the aims of the national curriculum and our investment in cloud-based
technology means that students are able to work on their projects from home on a computer,
laptop, tablet or device. Student work is of the highest quality and some examples can be
heard on our Instagram account @chertseyhighpa. 

Year 10s and 11s have studied Film Music and have been preparing for mocks. Alongside this,
both year groups have been working in their compositions. Easter term is always the
coursework finalisation term for Year 11s and true to form Year 11s have submitted their final
compositions and performances for marking. I couldn’t be happier with the way in which
students have adapted, improved and modified their work and they have come out with some
excellent work across the board. This is the final full term for our Year 11 music students and I
am so proud to have seen these students from their first days here at Chertsey High school, in
our old building, progress to where they are now.



Drama
Just like Music, Drama students follow a spiral curriculum which means that they learn the
same content however it becomes more challenging year-on-year. As you look through what
students have learnt in the Drama curriculum, you will see common themes but explored at a
higher more challenging level as they progress through the curriculum.

Year 7 Drama students began this half term exploring an imaginary island where each lesson
they were introduced to a new highlight or danger. This method is called Mantle of the Expert
and allows students to explore drama skills with reference to their own personal thought and
interests, allowing for a more realistic response to stimuli. This half-term, students have
explored historical theatre, applying over-the-top gestures and movement through the
medium of Commedia Dell ‘Arte. 

In Year 8, students began this half term learning about The Stones, a true story usually
portrayed to students through Theatre in Education. Students had the opportunity to learn
about how jobs and roles within the industry and link the story content to their real-life. This is
such an important topic for our contextual safeguarding given our proximity to the M25 and
M3 in particular. This half-term, students have explored how to portray conflict and combat on-
stage through Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Staff had the opportunity to learn safe stage
combat and students have enjoyed learning about the ways to portray fighting safely. 

In Year 9, students began this half term learning about The Stones, a true story usually
portrayed to students through Theatre in Education. Students had the opportunity to learn
about how jobs and roles within the industry and link the story content to their real-life. This is
such an important topic for our contextual safeguarding given our proximity to the M25 and
M3 in particular. This half-term, students have explored how to portray conflict and combat on-
stage through Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Staff had the opportunity to learn safe stage
combat and students have enjoyed learning about the ways to portray fighting safely.

Student work is of the highest quality and some examples can be heard on our Instagram
account @chertseyhighpa. 

Year 10s have spent the term devising performances that are due to be performed on the 31st
March. This contributes to 10% of their course and is accompanied by a devising log that
accounts to another 30%. This means that by the end of the year, Year 10s will have completed
40% of their GCSE course before going into Year 11. Our students have explored various
practitioners such as Stanislavski, Brecht and Artaud and they have worked so hard on
incorporating various techniques in their final performance. 

In Year 11, students have begun to explore live theatre, analysing the Royal Shakespeare
Company’s performance of The Tempest and exploring how actors and designers influence
the creation of a larger scale performance. They are now well and truly onto the home stretch
of the course, with revision taking the majority of lessons moving forward. 

Extra-Curricular
As always, our extra-curricular offer remains high and this term we have run the following
clubs:



Junior Choir Senior Choir Footloose Auditions Dance Club

Dance Club Rock Band Drama Club More to come...

In addition, students have represented the
school through various graded exam pieces,
musical performances and only last week
three students represented the school at
Voice In A Million, performing on the main
stage at Wembley Arena. Well done Edie,
Matt and Sam! More students also
represented the school within the choir.

Attendance has been fabulous and maintained above national average. At the time of writing,
we are about to hold our auditions for Footloose the Musical; I cannot wait to bring the school’s
first musical to life here at CHS! 

https://www.instagram.com/chertseyhighpa/


DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY 
by Miss Sheen

As a new term approaches the end, we are so pleased
to see our Key Stage 3 cohort on their third rotation,
with only one more to go. We have loved this un-
interrupted term which has allowed for our students to
have a great experiencein nearly every specialism in
Design and Technology. Students have been cooking
up a storm in Food, exploring design in Graphics, using
new tools and equipment in Product Design and have
just been ‘sew’ amazing in Textiles. 

As a department we have been blown away with the
amazing Attitude to Learning and Behaviour shown in
our lessons. The focus and determination shown by
students has been impeccable and this focus in turn
has allowed students to shine.

The focus and commitment has also led to exceptional
outcomes from our Key Stage 3 cohorts. Students have
been becoming more and more innovative with their
work and producing some exceptional designs and
final products. We are so proud of how students have
faced their challenge head on and have used this
determination to continue to improve themselves and
their skill sets. 

Well done to all of Key Stage 3 for two wonderful terms
in Design and Technology. We can’t wait to see what
you achieve in your final term- you are all doing
wonderful things. Meanwhile, Key Stage 4 have had a
super second term in their subject areas, again blowing
us away with their hard work and perseverance.

Year 10 3D Design and Textile Design students were
lucky enough to be able to complete a 5-hour mock
day, which has allowed for them to explore their
subjects further and to have dedicated time to make a
product. Students in both subjects worked so well and
we are amazed with the quality of outcomes that have
been produced by our students. Year 10 Food
Preparation and Nutrition students were able to have a
3-hour practical exam to give them a taste of what Year
11 will look like. Again, we were amazed with the quality
and complexity of work produced by our students. 



Finally, I would like to thank you all for your
ongoing support of the Design and
Technology department. We know that we
could not be as successful as we are without
the support from parents and guardians to
ensure their child feels supported creatively.
We hope you are able to benefit from some
of the student’s new found skills at home…
we have heard that Food Preparation and
Nutrition students are excellent at washing
up!

Year 11 3D Design students have been
working hard on their portfolios and making
sure that they have been able to
demonstrate their understanding of their
process and design work. Textile Design
students have been exploring a range of
amazing techniques, such as Batik and
Shibori. It has been thrilling to hear the
direction that our students intend to take for
their final products! Finally, the Food
Preparation and Nutrition students have
completed their coursework, including their
3-hour practical exam and have been
revising hard for their Final GCSE exam. Miss
Jones and I are looking forward to seeing the
Year 11s for some sessions over the Easter
Holidays to really secure and tie together the
Year 11s work. 



ART
by Miss Baker

‘I found I could say things with colour and shapes that I couldn't say any
other way - things I had no words for.’ Georgia O'Keeffe.

As we come to the end of our Spring term, words fail me to express how extremely proud I am
of our students here at Chertsey High School.

I have watched our students over the last few months learn how to express their creativity.
They have learnt that it is not always about how well you can draw or paint, it is about finding
your creative voice, expressing yourself and growing as an individual. It has been an absolute
joy to watch them raise those voices and sing!

The Year 7 students started off the
term looking at colour and spent
some time embedding the colour
theory that we touched upon last
year and learning how to use
watercolours. We have also looked
at some different artists, exploring
the work of Ernst Haeckel, Levon
Biss and Kelly Stanford. The
research pages that they produced
were beautiful and showed keen
observational skills. Getting the
students to do studies based on
each artist has taught them how to
really observe and appreciate how
different artists work. 

Next term we will be starting to
look at sculpture and creating a
year group installation for the
school grounds.

https://www.instagram.com/chs_art_and_design/


Year 8 have been looking at portraiture and we started off the term by learning how to break
down facial features into simple shapes. We also looked at proportion and the traditional
artistic method of ‘gridding’, where you place a grid over an image to enable you to create an
accurate enlargement by drawing a square at a time. We have seen some wonderful celebrity
studies and the students learnt how to follow a project through. We have started to look at
‘Synesthesia’ and are currently studying the artist Sandra Silberzweig, who has the trait, she
can hear colours and taste sounds! Year 8 are working on expressive portraits in colour pencil
in the style of Silberzweig. As they explore the artist further, they will experience working with
a variety of media and work towards creating their own self-portraits in acrylic paint. This is a
way for the students to totally immerse themselves in colour and creativity.

Year 9 have been immersing themselves in architecture and spent the first part of the term
learning the rules of perspective. They studied one, and two point perspective, looking at
interiors and cityscapes. We looked at classical architecture and studied the artist Giovanni
Battista Piranesi, particularly looking at his ‘Carceri’ etchings. The students were encouraged to
create their own versions using classical architectural features. It was wonderful to see them
using their imaginations to create these fantastical buildings. The ‘Iconic London’ project that
they are working on has seen them use photomontage to develop their own compositions
celebrating London. They are now working into the prints that they have created from these
montages. I always find Year 9 inspiring and this year they have really stepped up and taken on
the challenge of this project. Next term we will be experimenting with different media.



Key Stage 4
 

‘Creativity takes courage’
- Henri Matisse

The Year 10 Artists have made an exceptional start to their own project direction, under the
theme of ‘Natural Forms’. They have found and begun studying their own individual artists, all
picking unique and interesting starting points, gaining a real sense of creative freedom. Year 10
have created intricate studies of the artist’s work, observing brushstrokes, furthering their
knowledge on techniques and gaining an appreciation of the artist. After this they then
translate this style into their own responses and this is where I have seen them grow as
creative individuals, and I am very excited to see where their projects lead to and their final
pieces produced from this project. Well done Year 10, you’re a set of talented and courageous
artists!

Year 11: I don’t feel that there is a more courageous year group than our beloved Year 11’s. This
group of young people are truly inspiring. they have taken on every challenge that has been
set in their stride. They have made such phenomenal progress this term and I am so very
proud to be their teacher. We have been looking at human form and had a life model in at half
term for the students to work from. Their sketchbooks are looking stunning and the sheer
variety and diversity of artists that they are looking at is truly amazing. They are now at the
stage where they are planning their final pieces for their GCSE and I cannot wait to see how
their ideas develop.



GCSE Photography
 

 “You don’t take a good photograph, you make it” 
- Ansel Adams.

 
The Year 10 Photographers have found their feet, now they have gained technical
understanding of the camera within term one and I have been so impressed with the level of
commitment from each student when planning shoots, and making it happen. This term has
been focused on Still Life and the students have had several workshops throughout this term
furthering their camera skills and looking at ways they can modernise still life. They had a
successful mock day creating these final pieces to their projects and I am so excited to see
what they go on to produce within the summer term, and how this creativity can grow
through their own chosen direction!

 
The Year 11 Photographers are within their final phase project Woodlands, where they have
had seven different starting points to their project. The students have thrived on this creative
freedom and this has meant everyone’s work is completely individual to them. It has been a
pleasure to see their portfolios grow strength from strength, with a significant improvement in
their writing and analysis of Photographers work and developing their own style. Their
development of their own artistic response has been a pleasure to behold, watching them
pushing the boundaries of their own creativity. I can’t wait for the final stage and development
of their final pieces!



Miss Jones and I are both delighted and excited to be taking Chertsey High School’s first
cohort of Photography and Art GCSE students through. I know that the everybody will join us
in wishing them well as they make that final push. Well done Year 11’s. You can do it!
Katrina Baker – Art Lead

Year 9 Artist’s Club continues to go from strength to strength. We spent some time at the start
of term embedding the portraiture skills that they learnt in Year 8 and practicing facial
features and proportion. The students then were able to experience drawing from a live model
and working in chalk and charcoal created some lovely portraits of our sitter.

I am thrilled to say that Runnymede Hospital have offered Chertsey High School the
opportunity to provide a collection of work to go on display within the hospital and in some of
the patient rooms. 

The Year 9 Artist’s Club will be taking on the challenge of creating 20 mixed media canvases.
They will be able to develop their research as they look at the artist Jennifer Bain, who we are
using for inspiration. They will develop a range of skills with mixed media techniques such as
stencilling, watercolour, printing, acrylic, collage and of course, drawing.

Chertsey High School and the Runnymede Hospital will be documenting the whole process
within our respective newsletters as the project develops.  The Year 9 students will be able to
use all the development work for their canvases towards their Art GCSE.

This is an amazing and exciting opportunity for our Year 9 Artist’s to showcase their
exceptional talent.

 
Year 7 and 8 Art Club
Always a fun afternoon. Year 7 and 8 love to express
their creativity. We started the term off by looking at
the artist Yayoi Kusama, also known as ‘The Princess of
Polka Dots’. They created some beautiful collage
mushrooms, and these will be put together to make
artwork for our corridors at the school. Over the last few
weeks they have been taking mushrooms that stage
further, and making beautiful clay sculptures of fairy
houses.



COMPUTING
by Mrs Tack

Year 7 have been embarking on a journey of discovery in coding club. Being allowed to go
at their own pace and trying out different languages including Scratch, Edublocks, which
are block based languages and a great introduction to programming. Some students have
been creating little projects on the Micro:bits. 

This group have all been using Micro:bits to create different projects. Two students created
a rock paper scissors game; another student created a tug of war game that is two player
on one Micro:bits. A wonderful range of games displaying some fantastic creativity from
coding club.

Key Stage 3
The Year 7’s started the spring term learning the basics of programming using SCRATCH. They
have created flying bats, bouncing balls and breakdancing teenagers as well as their own
projects. Whilst the Year 8s have been researching future technology, from future homes ,
transport, entrainment to AI and medicine. They then presented their findings using either
PowerPoint or Prezi. Both the Year 7’s and 8’s have also been learning about ‘Colossus,’ - the
first computer, ‘Moore’s Law,’ - how transistors revolutionized computing and technology,
Binary and looked at the hardware of a computer and how each part works. 

The Year 9’s have been learning how to keep their personal data safe and secure. This has
included learning about different computer virus and phishing scams. The students got very
creative making their own phishing scams.
 The Year 9’s have also been getting to grips with creating their first computer programs using
python.           

Coding Club:
Year 7

Year 8, 9, 10

Key Stage 4
Computer Science
Our KS4 Computer Scientists are currently learning about the use of operating systems and
that they are not just a GUI for our computers. Prior to this they were learning about Von
Neumann Architecture and how the CPU process all our computer information. The year 10s
have just completed their first mock exam.

iMEDIA
The Year 10’s have now started a new topic and have been busy analysing websites in order to
create their own website, ready to use Dreamweaver in the summer term.

The Year 11’s are just a few weeks away from finishing their iMEDIA course work. Their final
project is to create a advert using Animate.

I hope you all have a restful break and a fantastic Easter Holidays.



by Ms Keegan

This term has been an outstanding one for the PSHE department. The students have not only
been phenomenal in class during some incredibly challenging RSE topics, but have
represented the school in the best possible way during visits from multiple guests. We would
like to thank Peer Productions for their conscientious delivery of ‘Hidden’, a session about self-
harm and mental health, to our Year 9 and 10 students. These are such prevalent topics in our
community currently that, the more discussion and support the students have access to, the
better for all. Our Year 7 and 8 students welcomed ‘pop sensation’ Nathan Gurd to discuss
cyberbullying and mental health strategies that he has found successful during his emerging
career as a singer. We all enjoyed a good sing-a-long and the students engaged brilliantly with
Nathan during the discussion section. We hope that he will visit the school again soon.

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
After the Easter break we will be moving back into topics that have a focus on healthy living
and living in the wider world. I would like to thank my team for the energy and care they have
put into the lessons over the last term and for the support that they demonstrate in every
lesson for our students.

If you have any questions or queries about PSHE lessons, please do speak to your child’s class
teacher or email me: keeganh@chertseyhighschool.co.uk

PSHE

mailto:keeganh@chertseyhighschool.co.uk


BUSINESS STUDIES
by Ms Marques

 
Finish line ahead! 

 
Another fantastic term has just come to an end for Business Studies here at CHS with many
students celebrating excellent results in the last set of mock exams. This term was focused on
understanding the financial aspects of a business! Drawing inspiration from the economic
news headlines, in the Year 10 classrooms we looked at how to calculate revenue, made some
clear distinctions between fixed and variable costs and learned how to calculate a break-even
output and a margin of safety. Our students discussed the advantages for businesses of the
new “working from home” trend and the impact it can have on their profitability. They have
also analysed how the current energy crisis is threatening so many different sectors of activity,
as well as how low interest rates contributed to higher levels of inflation in the UK.  Special
mentions to Alex O and Laith H for their fantastic class discussions about government bonds
and sovereign debt!

We ended the term looking at the work of Neev K, Mia G and others, explaining different types
of business ownership and what it means to have unlimited liability in the context of
insolvency and default. 

Following the recommendation of the exam board, our Year 11s finished the course content
looking at different types of financial and non-financial ways employers use to motivate their
workforce. They also evaluated how different organisational structures can interfere with the
effectiveness of business communication.

Looking ahead we are really excited about our first set of GCSE exams and, thinking of our Year
11s, we take inspiration from Steve Jobs to say: “There are times when you run a marathon and
you wonder: Why I’m I doing this? But you take a drink of water, and around the next bend,
you get your wind back, remember the finish line and keep going.”



PE
by Miss Giltinan

KS3 Alternative curriculum
Students took on for two weeks an alternative curriculum looking at different sports from
around the world. The three sports we explored were Danish Longball, Handball and Capture
the Flag, during this unit students were focusing on the three core values of the school:
Knowledge, Determination and Love. One student even said; “can we do this every lesson” we
will definitely be introducing this each year. 

KS3 PE:
Year 7 has covered the following topics this spring term; Basketball, Fitness, Football,
Gymnastics exploring new sports and developing skills within sports they have already been
exposed to. Really focusing on the 5 main pillars broadening their wide range of skills to
improving their decision making.

Year 8 have been covering the following topics this spring term; Badminton, Hockey, Football,
Rugby, Table Tennis, Athletics refining the skills they have developed from year 7 to help them
feel competent in sports they know and to introduce them to new sports to spark or find a
new passion for a sport. Year 9 has been covering the following topics this spring term; Fitness,
Basketball, Volleyball, Lacrosse, Football 

Core PE:
Exploring different sports from Archery to American football this term with some traditional
sports being an option building on skills from KS3 PE for year 10 and options for year 11



Extra-Curricular - Sports teams

Year 7 Boys Football - Mr Cairney
Year 7 Boys Football have battled hard in the league and are starting to gel as a team.  There
have been some superb individual performances at the beginning of the season, but everyone
is working together now! Notable consistent performances from Vicente, James, Forsyth,
Greenwood and Aylott with many other fantastic efforts from the rest of the squad. I think we
will be a force to be reckoned with in year 8! 

Year 7 Girls Football – Ms Giltinan
Girl's football has lifted off this year with over 50 girls across
the year groups coming to football practice over the course
of the year. It was brilliant to see so many students getting
stuck into football no matter what their experience.

Year 7 Girls have been a force to reckon with this year not
losing a league game. Winning quite comfortably and
looking like a formidable team for the years to come, for most
students this was their first taste of competitive football. Each
game they built on what they could improve individually and
as a team to produce in their final league an impressive win
which saw some beautiful passages of play from defense to
up top. Special mention to Belsom-Slade, Gibbs and Sewell
who all played their part in having a successful season. Well
done girls bring on next year!

Year 8 Boys Football – Mr Jenkins
The future is looking very bright for our year 8 football team. Although results have not gone
our way since Christmas (losing against Woking High, Salesian, Winston Churchill, & Gordons
School), Mr Jenkins is extremely excited about the potential of this group of players. A few near
misses, unlucky bounces, and decisions seem to have gone against us in the last few games
meaning that we are likely to finish the season mid-table. There have been many excellent
performances throughout the season, but Goldsby has really stood out in the last few games –
gliding past defenders and executing pinpoint passes and crosses in attacking areas. Gray has
also displayed several mature performances in goals for CHS – reliably sweeping up and
showing some outstanding distribution skills. We are all very much looking forward to seeing
what the future holds for this talented group of footballers – Bring on next season! 



Year 8 & 9 Girls Football – Ms Giltinan
The year 8 & 9 girls are a formidable team who performed extremely well in the county cup but
unfortunately got knocked out in a close game. The girls have also been very unlucky in the
league this season but apart from the last league game all the girls have been building on
everything they could improve from defending to passing and that showed in each game they
played. It was brilliant to see the whole team get stuck into league and cup games as we have
not had this in two years so all the girls should keep their heads up.

Well done to all players for giving every match a go and giving 100% whether that is
commitments to practice or to games. 

Special mention to Roake dominating in midfield, Sood making some brilliant saves
throughout the season, Schofield making some brilliant runs and taking on players 1v1.

Year 8 & 9 Team: Schofield, Roake, Austin, Sood, Wallace, Saunders, Redfern, Noble, Payne,
Clifford, Wang, E. Haley, T. Haley

Year 9 Boys Football - Mr Cooke
The year 9 boy football team have consistently performed well as a team and grown since their
first game back at the beginning of the year where they lost in the county cup v Matthew
Arnold School. Since then, they have played some fantastic football - a joy to watch. Under the
guidance of Mr Cooke, the team really has gone from strength to strength with some cracking
results. With just 1 game left to play, the team has played 7 with 5 wins, a draw and just 1 loss a
strong Salesian. They scored 23 goals along the way and only scored 7. These complete set of
results, especially if they can get a result in their last game v Hoe Valley, will lead to a district
cup final day towards the end of April at Woking FC. There have been so many outstanding
performances, but captain D. Davies has been the stand our consistent performer this year.
Well done to this group of boys. 

Year 10 Boys Football – Mr Cooke
The year 10 boys football team have had a good season so far, still with 1 game to play v
Winston. We have played 6 games so far with wins as follows: a win 4-1 over Hoe Valley, 3-0
over Fulbrook, 3-0 over BDB, 5-0 over Woking High. The draw 2-2 v Gordons and a narrow 1-0
loss to Salesians. These results have put them in contention to reach the district finals at the
end of April. The boys have worked hard to put themselves in contention and deserve the
recognition they get for this, regardless of if they make the finals or not. Some of the boys are
being noticed and attending trials to progress their football aspirations. Good luck to them.
Squad: M Lemon, C Izzard, G Kitchen, T Humphries, J Shepherd, B Wallace, E Austin, B Mitchell,
B Hall, A Brown, N Cole, D Lawrance, A Ozer, A Cutting, L Buttaci, G Marshall, D Matij, F
Bachmnann, B Ayres,  



Rugby - Mr Ball
All Rugby teams have been training hard and picking up lots of new skills. A special thanks to
Mr Worrall Thompson and George Joubert for helping to coach the players. Games have been
hard to come by in post lockdown recovery but both the 7s and 8s will be taking on Charters
School and the 7s will also play Woking High in the last week of term. The boys cannot wait to
have a crack at the opposition!

Netball – Ms Giltinan
Netball had a slow start at the beginning of the year but has picked up over this term playing
weekly fixtures against other schools. We have a consistent committed amount coming to
training weekly a massive thank you to Mrs Clark has been developing the year 7 and 8 girls
throughout weekly practices and Ms Giltinan who have guided all the netball teams yr7, yr8
and yr 10 throughout weekly fixtures this term.

All the practices and games have really shown in the Year 7 team after every game they have
progressed. Gibbs, Belsom-Slade, Molloy, Kang, Shanahan, Mitchell, Precious, Sexton and Day –
Sieudath have all represented the school brilliantly in Netball cannot wait to see how they
progress next year in year 8.

Year 8 have enjoyed the fixtures this term playing some top teams. All the students worked
hard giving 100% all the time in practice and during fixtures. Travelling to Gordons, Woking
High and Salesian this term, each game was a learning experience that all enjoyed thoroughly.
Mcbride has led the team brilliantly with her wonderful attacking play and brilliant shooting.
Melville and Austin have been key players in all the games helping us win the ball back
through interceptions.

Year 8 team: Lewis, Melville, McBride, Wang, Sheth, Austin, Jones, Laker

It has been brilliant to see the Year 10’s enjoys their netball again after a long two years with no
fixtures, the team have even been coming to extra netball sessions held by Ms Giltinan to help
prepare for the upcoming netball tournament. Extremely popular with the year 10 girls, all very
committed to getting involved and helping build a formidable team, all pushing one another
to be the best. We have had some close games this season and we hope to continue this drive
into next year. Chabuka and Stratford have led the team superbly through their experience,
guidance, and determination to be the best. I cannot wait to see what next year holds for these
great bunch of girls.

Year 10 team: Chabuka, Cardwell, Stratford, Goodwill, S. Makamba, R. Makamba, Manning,
Taylor, Serpant, Carroll, Davey, Watson, Grant.



Volleyball – Mr Jenkins
We were immensely proud to host the school’s first competitive volleyball match last night at
CHS. CHS girls team took on Salesian with our first 6 winning their match.

Second 6 losing by just a few points. The girls really did the school proudly and displayed some
outstanding volleyball skills throughout.

First 6
- Samson
- Alistarova
- Bonafe
- Evans
- Bellamy
- Miranda

It was a shame that our captain Steeden was missing through illness, but we are looking to
organize more fixture for the near future for this exciting squad of players! CHS cannot wait for
the next one.

Year 7 Indoor Athletics – Mr Jenkins
Our year 7 students enjoyed a trip to SJB School today for 'Sportshall Secondary' (an indoor
athletics event). All students performed superbly with our boys' team managing to finish in 3rd
place overall. 

Boys team:
D James (4 laps, 8 lap relay & shot), J Greenwood (2 laps, 8 lap relay, speed bounce, & long
jump), J Hornsell (4 laps, shot, & vertical jump), J Keefe (2 laps, & vertical jump), C Saunders
(long jump), J Strugnell (triple jump), and T Vicente (6 laps, & triple jump).

Girls team:
E Gibbs (speed bounce, & shot), E Belsom Slade (2 laps, shot & speed bounce), H Elsayed (2 laps,
4 laps, & triple jump), T Shanahan (vertical jump), E Grieve (4 laps, 8 lap relay, long jump, &
vertical jump), M McRae (8 lap relay, & speed bounce), and E Ortamayer (6 laps, & triple jump).

Both teams were very impressive and have really set the bar high as we approach a very
exciting summer period - We are excited to see how much these talented youngsters can
progress over the forthcoming months!

Students will be moving onto summer sports after Easter: Athletics, Rounders, OAA, Tennis,
Cricket, American Football, Ultimate Frisbee. We cannot wait for students to experience all the
summer sports for year 7 this will be mostly new and exciting sports.

Have a brilliant Easter half term!

Second 6 (& subs)
- Page
- Abuh
- Hanson
- Malton
- Merrell
- Coyne
- Davey
- Nyathi

https://www.instagram.com/chertseyhighpe/


MEDIA STUDIES
by Ms Bucknall

Year 10 students have had the opportunity to explore the elements of the industry and audience
for The Sun and The Guardian newspaper. Through learning, students have recognised the
similarities and differences in how and why newspapers present different issues in certain lights.
For example, we have investigated the motives and agendas of newspaper owners and editors
and how they try to influence our understanding of certain events. We have also considered how
newspapers will also attempt to influence how the public vote in elections and Brexit, with
certain newspapers openly backing specific political parties. Finally, we have also explored how
newspapers are regulated by researching ‘pre and post Leveson Inquiry’ as a case study.  It has
been a very thought-provoking topic which has allowed our students to consider their own
opinion of the world around them. Also, Year 10 students sat their first set of GCSE Mocks which
have provided a fantastic opportunity for our students to showcase their learning. As always, I’m
so proud of the effort and dedication to the course- well done Year 10! 

https://www.instagram.com/chs_mediastudies/


CAREERS
by Mr Corry

Reminders:

2022 has made for a busy start in the Careers department, we have seen the graduation events
for our Brilliant Club students as well as our Yes Futures gang, these two projects have been so
successful that we will be running them both in September 2022 for our new cohorts of
students in Years 8 and 9 respectively. Both projects have helped our students see beyond
what is in front of them and see the world as more than just these four walls.

We have been over the moon to have opened our doors to the outside world for the first time
since the pandemic struck and we have made the most of every opportunity, with HEON one
of our external partners coming into school to speak to our Year 11’s about student finance and
university living. Previously in the term they invited a group of our Year 9 students to
experience life on campus at the University of Surrey where they took part in workshops
around Criminology and Forensics as well as savored the delights of a university canteen.

It is not without a heavy heart that this was our last full term with our Year 11 students, we will
be setting them off on their way into further education in just a couple of months' time, but
not before each of them have completed their PHSE course on Adulting: How to be an Adult.
This has seen them getting to grips with the tax system and understanding their pay slips and
how to budget for independent living.

The Summer term proves to be an exciting end to the Year with our first colleges and sixth
forms coming in to speak with our Year 10 students about the run up to their exams and their
transition into the world of further education. We will also be starting the first round of one-to-
one careers guidance sessions for our Year 10’s with Innervate, our external careers guidance
company as well as putting together a unique experience based around interviewing for their
dream jobs

As always if you would like to take part, or contribute your time to the careers provision here, or
would simply like to know more, please do not hesitate to get in contact with Mr Corry at
corryt@chertseyhighschool.co.uk.



DUKE OF EDINBURGH

Our expedition training sessions are in full swing! This term the DofE participants have been
learning about route planning, navigation and symbols, as part of their upcoming expedition.
They have been doing a few team building activities to get to know each other and have been
learning new skills such as map reading, orientating and decision-making. 

They also have been working very hard on their other award sections in their own time, by
keeping fit and healthy for their ‘Physical’ section and developing their practical and personal
interests for their ‘Skills’ section. There are also several Volunteer projects being undertaken
ranging from tutoring to supporting a charity.  

We are super excited for our practice and assessment day walks in the summer, where we can
practice the skills we have been learning; the practice walks will be taking place in May and the
assessment in July for both Bronze and Silver participants.    

I hope you all have a fantastic Easter break and as always, I’m so proud of the effort,
commitment and dedication of these young participants – Kudos! 

by Mr Solaz



Who are we and what do we do:
The Lighthouse is the pastoral service that all students can access via an appointment where
they will find a safe quiet place to be listened to in school. The Lighthouse is open from 8am to
3:30pm Monday to Friday and throughout break and lunchtime. It is a vital part of Chertsey High
School for our students no matter what challenges they are facing. 

We offer every student a diverse range of both Internal and external services in the form of- one
to one mentoring, school nurse appointments, counselling services, emotional support and
group sessions on Anxiety, Anger Management, Friendship, Self Esteem and Bereavement. 

This term we have been so lucky to have two Counsellors from the Mathew Hackney Foundation
work with us on a Wednesday and a Friday, their contribution to the team has been magnificent
and all the children they have worked with have given us incredibly positive feedback.

Our newest endeavor is our ‘two Q’s’ (Queer and Questioning) group which is our diversity
group, aimed at supporting the CHS LGBTQ+ community. We meet on a Wednesday lunchtime
and discuss a wide range of topics that affect the community.

Meet the Team:
Mrs. Karen Howard – Deputy Safeguarding Lead, families, and Pupil support
Mrs. Justine Lee – Deputy Safeguarding Lead and Pupil Support
Mr. Paul Thurtle – School Counsellor 

If you feel your child needs more emotional support in school, please do not hesitate
to contact us.

THE LIGHTHOUSE

Childline 0800 1111 www.childline.org.uk help,
support and advice on the phone or via the
internet.
Kooth www.kooth.com online counselling service.
Any child can log on and speak to a trained
counsellor until 10pm at night.
Calm Harm www.stem4.org.uk/calmharm a
teenage mental health charity aimed at improving
teenage mental health.
CYP Haven https://www.cyphaven.net/ a safe place
for young people to talk about worries or mental
health concerns. 
In a mental health emergency please call one of the
following services:

Samaritans 0800 1111
Papyrus 0800 068 4141 the UK charity for the
prevention 

Here are some other useful links that provide support.



Exciting new opportunity for equestrians:
We now have opened a school membership to the National Schools Equestrian Association.
This means that pupils who attend CHS are able to enter NSEA competitions as representatives
of Chertsey High School. If your son or daughter is an equestrian and interested in representing
the school, then please do get in touch!

Good luck to Evie competing in an equestrian event during the Easter Holidays! We are so very
proud that you will be representing Chertsey High School #determination

Please note that this is not formally run as a school club for pupils to practice in at school. It
simply allows those, who already compete in equestrian events, to enter national events that
are only open to those in school teams.

If you have any questions about this, please get in contact with Mr Ball:
(ballc@chertseyhighschool.co.uk)

Last day of term - Spring Photos
We have taken some great photos on our last day of term and would love to share these spring
photos with our CHS family. Please have a look on our website or click here to view them. If you
would like us to remove a spesific photo that your child in, please email Mrs Viljoen
(viljoenm@chertseyhighschool.co.uk) and it will be removed immediately. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/determination/
https://www.chertseyhighschool.co.uk/1178/school-gallery-1/cat/44/end-of-spring-term-2122
https://www.chertseyhighschool.co.uk/1178/school-gallery-1

